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the igoprimowindowsce60download command is used to download the windows ce 6.0 driver for the
igoprimo barcode scanner. the driver must be extracted and installed to the windows ce 6.0 device.
the command does not install the driver to the system. igoprimowindowsce60download -f filename
igoprimowindowsce60download -f filename -w "windows ce 5.0" igoprimowindowsce60download -f

filename -v 3.0 -w "windows ce 5.0" igoprimowindowsce60download -f filename -v "windows ce 6.0"
-w "windows ce 5.0" options -w, --windows-version windows ce version specifies the version of

windows ce for which the driver is compatible. possible values are: windows ce version windows ce
5.0 windows ce 5.1 windows ce 5. batch file to download the windows ce 6.0 sdk. author the original

author of this file is david black. github project site: updated by: justin lobe description script to
download the windows ce 6.0 sdk for the x86 and x64 architectures. license this script is licensed

under the gplv2. usage copy this file to your windows ce device and execute it. options you can use
any options that you can pass to the sdbus command tool source file:

igoprimowindowsce60download.vbs file: igoprimowindowsce60download.bat remarks
igoprimowindowsce60download [input_dir | out_dir | out_fil_name | key | clean_up | timeout ] if key is
not specified, the command will look for a ~/.gprom-key or ~/.gprom-decrypt-key. if it is not found, it

will prompt for it.
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the cascading style sheets (css)
version 2.1 extension, "igoprimo

windowsce60download",
provides the ability to download

any referenced css files
included in the style sheet. the

installer can also read an
external style sheet, provided

that it is stored on the file
system with the extension .css.
the other day i looked at how
igotd reports of not having a

windows ce version of the
finalize module and

recommended that one be
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added. there were other things
that this would do, however.

firstly, it would prevent the fact
that we are operating as a 'low-

cost platform', and instead
treating our platform as a fully-
fledged one. second, it would
make things easier for all of

those who have reported
missing functionality and, as it
will now be able to report this
missing functionality, it will be
fairly easy to add to the list. as
is often the case, there were

other issues that have come up.
a couple of those were: is the

code in the one module for
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windows ce the same as the
code for windows2000, for

example. there are now three
module versions in the official
package (v2.2, v2.3 and v2.4),
and the windows2000 is the

only one that the redline
command-line clients have

created a client for. however,
we need to send in two files

with our request to the
igoprimer team, and it's easy to
see how that might prove a bit

of a problem. for example,
sometimes we'll create the

igotd profile we want in
iconsole, and then make the
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changes with the 'wince' profile
we'd like, rather than the

'win2000' profile - which would
mean we've lost the changes.
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